[Recent aspect of tumor markers in human report of Serono International Symposium].
The international symposium on markers for diagnosis and monitoring of human cancer was held at the Instituto Nazionale per lo Studio e la Cura dei Tumori Via G. Venezian, 1-Milan, from April 1 to 3, 1981, co-sponsored by the World Health Organization, European Association for Cancer Research and Serono Symposia. Eighteen internationally well-known medial scientists were invited to the symposium and reported the most recent advances in tumor markers in each specialized fields of clinical medicine. Topics included were: breast tumors, lung tumors, GI tract tumors, urogenital tumors, endocrine system tumors and leukemias. As, this symposium was of interest to both clinicians and scientists working in the areas of oncology and tumor immunobiology, the contents of each speakers and related discussions in each session were briefly summarized.